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Abstract—This paper proposes a new anti-ghost key design to
prevent any conflict of the locations of the keys of a keyboard in
a notebook. Previous notebooks often have an embedded
controller (EC) both for typical I/O functions and for the
keyboard function. In order to provide a better ghost key
prevention, as we mainly expand the matrix of the internal
keyboard matrix from 8*16 pins to 8*44 pins, we need to add on
a second low-power embedded controller not only to control the
internal keyboard independently but also to increase the length
of the ghost keys by a wide margin. This design will not cause
any conflict if 43 keys are pressed simultaneously and will
provide a better notebook keyboard design for multiple-key
pressing while playing most game software.

II. KEYBOARD OPERATION AND GHOST KEY PROBLEM
How can a keyboard produce a ghost key? When three
related keys are pressed at the same time, the keyboard
controller may send two different output codes which are
called a ghost key. When a ghost key appears, the controller
provides a wrong judgment of information because the
controller is unable to find the correct key. In order to prevent
the wrong signal from being sent, some keyboard controllers
may neglect the pressed 3rd key, the keyboard controller will
only output the signal sent by the first 2 keys. When a
notebook receives the wrong code, it produces a ghost key
which is caused as a result of the key location contradiction
[7]-[10].
Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show parts of keyboard matrix, with 4
keys Q, W, A, S in 2 columns and 2 rows. A real keyboard
matrix will not be so simple, it will be more complicated. In
Fig.1 (b), when the Q key is pressed a scanning begins from
Column 1. As Row 1 has led into a coherent circuit but Row 2
has not, the resulting inference produces a Column 1/Row 1
pigeonhole. If the keyboard controller begins the scanning
from Column 2 again, Row 1 and Row 2 will have not been
formed as a result of the operation. The controller conclusion
obtains Column 1/Row 1 whereby the Q key is pressed.

I. INTRODUCTION
The keyboard of a notebook is usually used to key in data
or play a game. Sometimes users may push many buttons
simultaneously in order to execute some particular functions.
Sometimes users may find, by only pushing 2 keys there is no
problem but when pushing the third key the signal is not
correctly output. Due to a keyboard key conflict, if a user is
typing a report and encounters this kind of situation, then he
may type an error. If a user is playing a game, the response
caused by pressing the keys may result in a missed action of
the desired design function [1]-[3].
There are two aspects of a conflict of locations of a
notebook keyboard’s keys. First, one should understand the
architecture of a keyboard, how the signal of the keyboard
operation is judged, and how to avoid pressing a key by
mistake. Second, one should understand how to transmit the
keyboard signal to the notebook. A good design will not cause
the conflict of the locations of the keys; however the
connection interfaces of different keyboards may cause
different results so that a keyboard may be unable to send
each key signal smoothly. If we consider these two aspects
together, one can determine the specific conflict problem
which is a result of the location of certain keys [4] [5].
The keyboard is classified into several types according to
various codes. Typically, the encoded keyboard cannot be
encoded simultaneously by two kinds of codes. Usually when
a user presses keys, the keyboard controller will produce an
ASCII code by means of a scanning mechanism. A keyboard
design arranges the keys based on a keyboard matrix to
encode all keys of the keyboard. When a key is pressed, the
keyboard controller will decide which key is pressed and
based on the code arrangement of the keyboard matrix code
sent out by the pressed key [6].
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Fig. 1. (a), (b) is a part of the keyboard matrix, with 4 keys Q, W, A, S in 2
columns and in 2 rows.

In Fig.2 (c), when both the Q, and S keys are pressed, the
controller begins scanning from Column 1. Row 1 has led into
a coherent circuit but Row 2 has not. Therefore the inference
produces a Column 1/Row 1 pigeonhole. The controller then
begins scanning from Column 2. Row1 has not formed a
thoroughfare. Row 2 has led the coherent circuit, so the
inference produces Column 2/Row 2 which is then pressed.
The conclusion is Column 1/Row 1, Column 2/Row 2, which
is, namely, when the Q key, and S key are pressed.
In Fig.2 (d), When the Q, S, and A keys are pressed, the
controller begins scanning from Column 1. Row 1 leads into a
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coherent circuit, Row 2 also leads into a coherent circuit, so
the resulting inference produces Column 1/Row 1. The
controller begins scanning from Column 2, Then Row 2 leads
into a coherent circuit. Row 1 also leads into a put through
circuit through Column 1 at this moment, so the resulting
inference appears as Column 2/Row 2. The controller
scanning results obtain Column 1/Row 1, Column 1/Row 2,
and Column 2/Row 2, which are, namely, the Q key, the A
key, and the S key. The A key was not pushed but there are no
electronic contact. This key is, the ghost key [11] [12].
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Fig. 2. (c), (d) is a part of the keyboard matrix, with the 4 keys Q, W, A, S in
2 columns and 2 rows.

III. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DESIGN
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Fig. 4 shows the system architecture of the main EC and
second EC architecture. This design use a SMBus interface
with one interrupt pin to communicate between two ECs. The
second EC consists of mainly scanning 8*44 pins of an
internal keyboard and a touchpad device. The previous design
of a notebook has one EC only, because the scanning matrix
of the keyboard matrix is increased to 8*44 pins. This design
adds on a second low-power EC to control the keyboard,
which can lighten the working load of the main EC.

TouchPad

Fig. 4. System architecture of the main EC and second EC

This section describes the proposed design of an anti-ghost
key in a keyboard of a notebook and this new keyboard
extends the length of the ghost key number by a wide margin.

B. Software design
As shown in Fig. 5, the main EC needs to be able
distinguish the second EC in the IO Port structure. As this
design is to let the second EC control both the keyboard and
the Touchpad, the IO Port is set up as 0x60/0x64. Since the
main EC controls other peripheral functions, so the IO Port is
set up as 0x62/0x66. Hence communication between the two
ECs will not interfere with each other.

A. Hardware design
This new design adds on a second low-power embedded
controller (EC) to the notebook as shown in Fig. 3. The main
EC and the second EC which are connected to the south
bridge chip control the peripheral devices. The main EC
controls the system power, battery charge/discharge, thermal
temperature, fan speed, etc. The second EC controls the
keyboard and touchpad.
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The flowchart of the keyboard scanning program is shown
in Fig. 6. By using the interrupt mechanism, the keyboard is
able to start scanning. The total scan is 44 lines. When any
key is pressed, the EC, by scanning the line detects which
specific column and row of the keyboard matrix. After
confirming the column and row of a key, then the second EC
checks the ghost key rule, finds the corresponding ASCII
code and sends out the ASCII code of this key to the operating
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Fig. 3. System architecture of the notebook and the ECs
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system.

Fig. 9. The main EC and the second EC in th
he position picture on the main
board

ull size keyboard with an
Fig. 10 shows the picture of a fu
8*44 scan line.

Fig. 6. Flowchart for keyboard scan rule

Fig. 7 shows the full size keyboard (102 keys) sketch map
design.

Fig. 7. Layout of a full size keyboaard

Fig. 8 is the keyboard matrix design. Thiis design expands
the keyboard matrix from 8*16 pins to 8*44 pins. Among this
matrix the keyboard scan input (KSI) is 0-7; and the keyboard
scan output (KSO) is 0-43. 102 keys make uup a subsection at
the keyboard matrix. This design expand som
me keys in a KSO
of independence, such as 0-9, a-z, etc.

Fig. 10. Physical picture of a full size keyb
board with an 8*44 scan line

y for an anti-ghost key of
Table I shows the compound key
this design. This design provides the
t compound key most
often used in comparison to the original
o
design. If a user
presses the compound key at the sam
me time, this design will
not have any ghost key problem. Th
his design can support the
simultaneous pressing of 43 keys and
a will not produce any
ghost key.
TABLE I
A COMPOUND KEY FOR AN ANTI-GHOST
A
KEY
Ghost key
Keys pressed
A-Z + “arrow key up”, “arrow key down”
No
A-Z + “arrow key left”, “arrow key rig
ght”
No
0~9 + Any key
No
A-Z + 0-9 + Tab + Alt + Ctrl + Shift + Win + Fn +
No
Space + Enter

Fig. 8. An expansion of the scan line from 8*16 pins to 8*44 pins for the
keyboard matrix

IV. COMPARISON AND IMPLEMENTATIION RESULTS

Table II shows this design in comparison with other
designs. There are many keyboards on the market at present.
a
key design. In
All have designs that include an anti-ghost
Table II, we have enumerated th
hree designs which we
compare with this design. By using Table II, this design can
nt keys at the same time
allow the user to press 43 differen
without any key conflict. Moreo
over the length of the
anti-ghost key will be longer than th
hat of other designs.

Fig. 9 shows the main EC and the second E
EC in the position
picture on the main board.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH OTHER DESIGNS
Keyboard designs
Anti-Ghost key
Our design
43 keys
Design 1
40 keys
Design 2
24 keys
Design 3
15 keys

Table III shows the specification of the second EC which
serves as the keyboard controller. When the keyboard is being
used, the power consumption of the second EC is 59.6mW.
When the keyboard is not being used, as the EC will enter the
idle mode, the power consumption will be reduced to
27.7mW. The total time that the keyboard controller uses to
scan once is 1.2 ms, and it scans all lines from 1 to 44. If a
user presses a key, the response time of the second EC is
15us.
Other designs use 8*16 keyboard matrixes. The total scan
time of the keyboard controller has a small difference. The
time used to generally press one key normally is probably 40
ms to 45 ms, so during the keyboard operation, as the
keyboard controller scan time only ranges between 0.5 ms
and 1.2 ms, a user cannot feel the difference.
TABLE III
SPECIFICATION OF THE SECOND EMBEDDED CONTROLLER
Second Embedded
Main Embedded
Controller for 8*44
Controller for 8*16
keyboard matrix
keyboard matrix
Power consumption of
59.6mW
59.6mW
operation state
Power consumption of
27.7mW
27.7mW
idle state
Total time of the
0.5ms
1.2ms
keyboard scan
Response time of a
15us
15us
pressed key

V. CONCLUSION
Because the development of the game industry is
continually advancing by leaps and bounds, many users may
press multiple keys which can cause a ghost key problem.
However, with an appropriate design, any notebook keyboard
ghost key problem can be avoided.
This design adds on a second low-power EC as a keyboard
controller, and expands the keyboard matrix from 8*16 pins
to 8*44 pins. This design will not produce a ghost key
problem when 43 keys are pressed at the same time. This
design can meet a high percentage of market satisfaction
when used in connection with game software, and will not
produce any ghost key problem. Experimentation shows that
this new design has a better performance than the other
designs on the market at present.
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